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this final report gives us a good example of a potential threat caused by this vulnerability. since the
webcam captures a screenshot once every few seconds, the teacher and student could be targeted
separately. if an attacker were able to compromise a student pc, they could use the software as a
backdoor to also compromise any other pc on the same network. as in this scenario, the attacker

would be able to view multiple students screen remotely. with the students webcam capturing new
images every few seconds, it allows an attacker to create an evasive backdoor without ever being

discovered. looking at the windows server operating system, we found that the installer also runs as
system by default, which could in turn elevate its privileges to the rest of the machine. this issue has

the same potential to cause harm on a school system as the previous one, but could be mitigated
with proper change management by a security or it team. since the installer copies itself to all the
machines it updates, all of the machines would have the same privileges by default. the remote

administration functionality via the console interface can also be taken advantage of by an attacker
using an ms13-062. as long as the computer has an internet connection it has the ability to

communicate with a remote machine. when the remote administrator was redesigned, it was
thought to take all the power of the system away from the teachers. this implementation was

changed in later updates and the system now allows a teacher to connect to a remote device even if
the device does not have a network connection. this feature also stores the credentials in a text file.

because the path to this file has not been made private, it can be found using a simple google
search. if an attacker was to scan the data going through the internet connection, they could fetch

the credentials and connect to an individual machines administrator console.
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when the students turn on their computers in the morning, they will first launch the netop client. this
client will check to see if any network connections are present. if there aren’t any, the client then

launches the embedded web browser to home base (see figure 5). once the netop agent is installed,
this code path is only executed once. the next time the netop client is launched, it checks to see if
an icon has been created by the user, indicating the installation is complete (see figure 6). if one is

present, it begins the integration process by copying the embedded browser to the desktop. the
embedded browser is also stored locally, providing the students a way to access their data from
anywhere without the application. the embedded browser’s url http://localhost/ shows the netop
console. the console is in beta release and, therefore, has not yet been updated to include the

student’s ip address (see figure 7). if the application is accessed from a system, the program will
then search the networks to find the local netop server. the netop server needs to be uninstalled if it

is not correctly configured for student installs as it will be launched as a user instead of a system
service (see figure 8). if the server and the embedded browser are successfully found, they will
communicate to determine if the netop network was setup correctly. if there is a problem, the

desktop applications will be launched with customized icons to indicate an unconfigured network. it
is also the responsibility of the system administrators to ensure that the embedded browser has

been configured to correctly connect to the web server if available. if a connection cannot be made,
the embedded browser will use the server in the local system (see figure 9). once that process has
been completed, the embedded browser will connect to the embedded netop server and begin the

setup process. 5ec8ef588b
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